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DER ARAKELIAN-MERHEJE LLC provides corporate and tax planning advice for international
businessmen who invest in various countries in
)YVSTIERHFI]SRH8LI½VQLEW]IEVW´I\TIVM
ence in the area of advising upon international joint
ventures and all related legal and tax issues related
to such joint ventures.
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Lubis Ganie Surowidjojo (LGS) was founded in 1985
by Timbul Thomas Lubis, Dr M Idwan Ganie and Arief
87YVS[MHNSNS8LI½VQLEWI\TIVMIRGIVITVIWIRX
ing a diverse range of clients, including domestic
and multinational corporations, public and private
companies, government instrumentalities and stateowned enterprises. LGS works closely with its clients
to understand their problems, determine their needs,
and arrive at practical solutions that are both costeffective and viable over the long term.
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Mrs Nairy Merheje, DER ARAKELIAN-MERHEJE
LLC founder and advocate, has been practising law in
Cyprus since 1984, particularly intensively in the company, commercial and international business enterprises
½IPHW7LILEWFIIR[SVOMRKWTIGM½GEPP]MRXLIXE\TPER
ning area for the last 15 years.
7LIGSQQIRXIH±1]½VQMWI\GPYWMZI']TVYW
member of two prestigious worldwide networks of tax
practitioners and lawyers – International Tax Specialists Group and Avrio-Advocati network of European
0E[]IVW7YGLEJ½PMEXMSRWTVSZMHIYW[MXL)YVSTIERERH
worldwide professional connections, which enables us
to provide our clients with ‘one stop shop’ legal and tax
WIVZMGIW8LYW[IEVIJYPP]GSR½HIRXXLEXXLITVSJIW
sionals we refer provide legal and tax services of the
best quality we could wish for.”
Cyprus has two revenue raising measures that must
be considered when planning to use Cyprus as a base
for a holding company. One is the income tax and the
other is the defence levy.
From 2013, corporate tax rate is 12.5% on net annual
TVS½XW8LIGSRGITXSJVIWMHIRG]WXEXYWJSVGSVTSVE
tions has been adopted since 2003 so that tax liability
in Cyprus is dependant on the status of a company as a
resident. Generally, residents are taxed on worldwide income. However, there are several important exceptions,
MRGPYHMRKI\IQTXMSRSJHMZMHIRHWERHSJTVS½XWJVSQXLI
activities of a permanent establishment outside Cyprus.
Mrs Merheje noted: “External factors, such as the
WTIGM½GGSRHMXMSRWMQTSWIHF]IEGLSJXLI)9QIQFIV

states for the implementation of the EU Parent Subsidiary Directive, are becoming increasingly tougher to
comply with, in order to ensure that valid commercial
reasoning can be determined behind each structure.
±8LMWMWRSXWSHMJ½GYPXFIGEYWIQSWXSJXLIXE\
structures utilising Cypriot companies are established
by businessmen of various nationalities wishing to form
partnerships and attract investors in order to invest in
FYWMRIWWTVSNIGXWMRQER]GSQQIVGMEP½IPHW,IVIJEG
tors of legislation based on English legislation, strategic
location, user-friendly tax regime and well established
infrastructure contribute to the popularity of Cyprus
as an international business centre.
±1]½VQ[MXLMXWPSRKERH[MHIWTVIEHI\TIVMIRGI
MWMREZIV]KSSHTSWMXMSRXSEWWMWXGPMIRXWMR½RHMRK
the appropriate structure, custom made to suit each
client’s requirements.”
Mrs Merheje supports the general worldwide
trend to discourage and eliminate the use of tax
havens, if these are used as a means to divert huge
TVS½X¾S[WJVSQXLIGSYRXVMIWMR[LMGLWYGLTVS½XW
should in all fairness be taxed.
She added: “However, I do not support the
exploitation of such principles in order to victimise
enterprising businessmen who essentially oil the
wheels of projects and business generation, which
afford substantial employment opportunities for
the enormous army of young graduates and other
unemployed classes, which Europe and the US have
recently been experiencing.”

Dr Mohamed Idwan (‘Kiki’) Ganie, Lubis Ganie Surowidjojo managing partner, noted: “One of our unique
selling points is the combination of our long-standing
commercial law practice and our premier litigation department that has extensive experience in dealing with
administrative court disputes. This allows our corporate
XVERWEGXMSRHITEVXQIRXWXSFIRI½XJVSQWYGLPMXMKEXMSR
experience, and from their own compliance work, to
IRWYVIXLEXER]XVERWEGXMSRWLERHPIHF]XLI½VQEVI
carried out with a view to the potential for future
disputes and any existing risks.”
Dr Ganie has more than 30 years of legal experience,
and specialises in commercial transactions and commercial litigation, including alternative dispute resolution.
He has acted as an expert in a number of court and
arbitration proceedings.
Further, he graduated from the Faculty of Law of the
University of Indonesia and holds a PhD in Law from
the University of Hamburg. He is a chairman of the
Association of Indonesian Anti-Trust Lawyers, a member
of the Regional Panel of the Singapore International
Arbitration Centre (SIAC), and a fellow (FSIarb) of the
Singapore Institute of Arbitrators.
Indonesia has a wide network of tax treaties, both
with its neighbours (notably Singapore and Hong Kong)
and with countries that have been traditional sources
of foreign investment (Japan, South Korea, Netherlands,
Australia, United Kingdom, and the United States). In
EHHMXMSRXSXVIEX]FIRI½XW-RHSRIWMETVSZMHIWEVSFYWX
framework of tax incentives for investors, which include

temporary suspension of income tax and a range of
import facilities.
Indonesian tax authorities are becoming increasingly
sophisticated. At times this has resulted in an overly
conservative view being taken by the authorities in
an attempt to crack down on perceived abuses, even
when the conduct in question is not technically in
breach of regulations. In such cases, it is important to
actively engage with the authorities and adequately
explain the structures and transactions in question.
Dr Ganie added: “It is unlikely that there will be
WTIGM½GVIKYPEXSV]GLERKIMR-RHSRIWMEXSXEVKIX
tax havens since the legislation already provides for
re-evaluation of ‘avoidance transactions’. This approach
has been used by Indonesian authorities in the past
ERH[MXLXLIXE\SJ½GMEPW´MRGVIEWMRKWSTLMWXMGEXMSR
should be expected to be applied in increasing numbers of cases. Particularly, although not legislated, the
XE\SJ½GMEPWLEZIEZMI[SJGIVXEMRGSYRXVMIWEWFIMRK
tax havens – and any transactions or arrangements
involving such countries are coming under increasing
scrutiny.”
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